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Multiplying And Dividing Fractions
AUTHOR: Chris McMullen earned his Ph.D. in physics from Oklahoma State University
and currently teaches physics at Northwestern State University of Louisiana. He
developed the Improve Your Math Fluency series of workbooks to help students
become more fluent in basic math skills. PRACTICE: This is a practice workbook
geared toward practicing problem-solving skills. As such, it consists of worksheets with
practice problems in the spirit of old-fashioned practice sheets. This is suitable for
students who need to practice basic skills, and is effective for many students. It is not
one of the modern math textbooks that are designed to entertain bored students.
EXAMPLES: A section on basic fraction skills provides a few pages of notes regarding
useful fraction skills, including concise instructions for how to convert an improper
fraction to a mixed number and vice-versa, as well as how to add, subtract, multiply, or
divide fractions, followed by a couple of examples to serve as a guide. ANSWERS: An
answer section at the back provides a complete answer key. It's important for students
to practice solving problems correctly, otherwise they will practice their mistakes.
Students, parents, or teachers should use the answer key to help students check their
answers. CONTENTS: This practice book is designed to help students develop
proficiency in adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing mixed fractions by offering
ample practice. This book is conveniently divided up into four parts - one for addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division - such that students can focus on one arithmetic
operation at a time. An introduction describes how parents and teachers can help
students make the most of this workbook. A multiplication table is provided to help
students who are just learning their multiplication facts. PHOTOCOPIES: The copyright
notice permits parents/teachers who purchase one copy or borrow one copy from a
library to make photocopies for their own children/students only. This is very convenient
if you have multiple children/students or if a child/student needs additional practice.
Multiplying and dividing fractions and mixed numbers.
Grades 5-6: In this book, Marilyn Burns tackles the topic of how to teach students to
multiply and divide fractions -- and understand what they are doing. Through the
lessons in this book, students build conceptual understanding of multiplying and
dividing fractions as they develop proficiency. And teachers report that -- for the first
time -- students really understand the underlying rationale for how we multiply and
divide fractions and mixed numbers. - Publisher.
Make math matter to students in all grades using Math Tutor: Fractions and Decimals!
This 80-page book provides step-by-step instructions of the most common math
concepts and includes practice exercises, reviews, and vocabulary definitions. The
book covers adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing fractions; reducing fractions;
improper fractions; mixed numbers; and converting to decimals and percents. It aligns
with state, national, and Canadian provincial standards.
This math workbook from the Dr. Pi Squared Math Workbooks focuses on multiplying
and dividing fractions. This includes proper and improper fractions as well as mixed
numbers. Each section begins with a description of how to perform the mathematical
procedure, including fully-solved examples to illustrate the technique and to serve as a
useful guide. An introductory section describes basic fraction-related terms and
concepts, including some examples. Answers are nicely organized by page number in
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the back of the book to allow students, parents, or teachers to quickly check the
answers. There is ample workspace for students to write large answers and still fit their
solutions comfortably into the space provided. The problems appear in a large font size,
since students usually write larger than standard textbook fonts. High-quality, durable,
bright paper is used (instead of standard workbook paper, which often tears easily and
appears dull in color). CONTENTS: (1) Multiplying Proper/Improper Fractions with
Integers, (2) Multiplying Two Proper/Improper Fractions Together, (3) Multiplying Two
Mixed Numbers Together, (4) Dividing Proper/Improper Fractions by/into Integers, (5)
Dividing Two Proper/Improper Fractions, (6) Dividing Two Mixed Numbers.
This colorful math book introduces a novel visual method for students to master their
fraction arithmetic skills. The creative design helps to engage student interest, while the
visual layout ties into one of the current pedagogical drives in education – namely, to
use visual strategies since research has shown them to be effective learning tools.
These visual problems also help to develop visual skills. This volume focuses on
multiplying and dividing fractions. The back of the book features a table of answers to
help students check that they are practicing correct techniques (or it may serve as a
grading key for teachers or parents). A concise description of radial math – including
how to solve the problems – is given in the introduction. The first exercise of the first
problem has been fully solved in order to help students get started. There are also two
completely answered, full-size examples on the front and back cover. Studying these
examples and checking the answers to the first page of each part will help students
become confident that they understand what to do. Each section (one for multiplication
and one for division) begins with a concise explanation of how to multiply or divide
fractions, which includes reducing fractions. A couple of examples of how to multiply
and divide fractions, showing all of the steps, serve to demonstrate how to do the math.
The interior is printed in full color with aesthetic visual patterns. The 8” x 10” pages are
nearly the same size as standard school papers that students are used to working with.
With 16 problems per page, there are 576 exercises all together. Each problem
includes its own dedicated workspace. Both the answers and workspaces are
numbered from 1 thru 16 for easy correspondence. The workspaces encourage
students to show their work, and the symmetrical structure of the workspaces shows
students how to organize their work in neat columns. The copyright notice permits
parents/teachers who purchase one copy to make photocopies for their own
children/students only. This is very convenient if you have multiple children/students or
if a child/student needs additional practice. Teachers may also wish to display these
colorful problems using a projective camera or transparency overhead projector.
This practice book is designed to help students develop proficiency in adding, subtracting,
multiplying, and dividing fractions by offering ample practice. This book is conveniently divided
up into four parts - one for addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division - such that students
can focus on one arithmetic operation at a time. Each section begins with concise instructions
for how to add, subtract, multiply, or divide fractions, followed by a couple of examples to serve
as a guide. Answers to exercises are tabulated at the back of the book. This helps students
develop confidence and ensures that students practice correct techniques, rather than practice
making mistakes. The copyright notice permits parents/teachers who purchase one copy or
borrow one copy from a library to make photocopies for their own children/students only. This
is very convenient if you have multiple children/students or if a child/student needs additional
practice. An introduction describes how parents and teachers can help students make the most
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of this workbook. Kids are encouraged to time and score each page. In this way, they can try to
have fun improving on their records, which can help lend them confidence in their math skills.
A multiplication table is provided to help students who are just learning their multiplication
facts.
Readers will put their multiplication skills to use in this clever math adaptation starring the fairytale favorite, Rumpelstiltskin. It's been 10 years since the queen defeated Rumpelstiltskin and
now he's back to collect his payment from years before. He causes a stir in the kingdom by
making mischief with his multiplying stick and threatens to do far worse if the debt is not repaid.
It's up to Peter, the young prince, to take possession of the Rumpelstiltskin’s magical
multiplying stick and learn how to use it—and multiply both whole numbers and fractions-- in
order to restore peace to the kingdom. A perfect mix of math, fairy-tale, and fun, The
Multiplying Menace will get STEM/STEAM readers excited to solve the adventure one number
at a time.
This packet provides practice in working with fractional numbers, with emphasis placed upon
multiplication and division. The exercises correlate with the material on fractional numbers
presented in basic middle grade mathematics texts. The pages are presented in a suggested
order, but may be used in any order which best meets the child's needs. Parents who wish
their children to have practice in mathematics skills will find this packet as helpful as classroom
teachers will find it. The exercises are presented so that a child can work with a minimum of
supervision. Answers are included.
Multiplying and dividing fractions can be a funky mess if you don’t take the right steps. The
rhyming text in this book will help students understand, in a fun way, just how to tackle these
fractions with step by step directions and visual representations. Students can then practice
what they learned by completing the sample problems! This book will allow students to apply
and extend previous understanding of multiplication and division to multiply and divide
fractions.
"Comprehensive reviews -- Proven Test Strategies -- Practice Test Questions."--Cover.
Straight-up multiplication and division are already challenging but to use them in fractions, now
that's increasing the complexity of the game even further! The purpose of this workbook is to
increase your child's ability to understand how this math concept works. It's a great resource
tool to add to your sixth grader's collection. Grab a copy no

Practice Adding, Subtracting, Multiplying, and Dividing Fractions
WorkbookCreateSpace
This colorful math book introduces a novel visual method for students to master their
fraction arithmetic skills. The creative design helps to engage student interest, while the
visual layout ties into one of the current pedagogical drives in education – namely, to
use visual strategies since research has shown them to be effective learning tools.
These visual problems also help to develop visual skills. This volume focuses on
multiplying and dividing fractions. The back of the book features a table of answers to
help students check that they are practicing correct techniques (or it may serve as a
grading key for teachers or parents). A concise description of pyramid math – including
how to solve the problems – is given in the introduction. The first exercise has been
partially solved in order to help students get started. There are also two completely
answered, full-size examples on the front and back cover. Studying these examples
and checking the answers to the first page of each part will help students become
confident that they understand what to do. Each section (one for multiplication and one
for division) begins with a concise explanation of how to multiply or divide fractions,
which includes reducing fractions. A couple of examples of how to multiply and divide
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fractions, showing all of the steps, serve to demonstrate how to do the math. The
interior is printed in full color with aesthetic visual patterns. The 8” x 10” pages are
nearly the same size as standard school papers that students are used to working with.
Each problem includes its own dedicated workspace. Both the answers and
workspaces are numbered from 1 thru 10 for easy correspondence. The workspaces
encourage students to show their work, and the symmetrical structure of the
workspaces shows students how to organize their work in neat columns. The copyright
notice permits parents/teachers who purchase one copy to make photocopies for their
own children/students only. This is very convenient if you have multiple
children/students or if a child/student needs additional practice. Teachers may also
wish to display these colorful problems using a projective camera or a transparency
overhead projector.
This textbook has been in constant use since 1980, and this edition represents the first
major revision of this text since the second edition. It was time to select, make hard
choices of material, polish, refine, and fill in where needed. Much has been rewritten to
be even cleaner and clearer, new features have been introduced, and some peripheral
topics have been removed. The authors continue to provide real-world, technical
applications that promote intuitive reader learning. Numerous fully worked examples
and boxed and numbered formulas give students the essential practice they need to
learn mathematics. Computer projects are given when appropriate, including BASIC,
spreadsheets, computer algebra systems, and computer-assisted drafting. The
graphing calculator has been fully integrated and calculator screens are given to
introduce computations. Everything the technical student may need is included, with the
emphasis always on clarity and practical applications.
Students can learn about multiplying and dividing fractions through text written at four
reading levels. Symbols on the pages represent reading-level ranges to help
differentiate instruction. Provided comprehension questions complement the text.
Any way you slice it, fractions are foundational Many students struggle with fractions
and must understand them before learning higher-level math. Veteran educator David
B. Spangler describes powerful diagnostic methods for error analysis that pinpoint
specific student misconceptions and supplies specific intervention strategies and
activities for each error pattern. Aligned with NCTM and Common Core State
Standards, the research-based, targeted interventions for each error pattern promoted
teaching for conceptual understanding. Practical materials include: Reproducibles for
diagnostic tests Practice pages for exercises keyed to the diagnostic tests and error
patterns Teacher resources for hands-on activities, game sheets and pieces, and more
Enrich and reinforce math skills with the worksheets in this packet. They include a
variety of activities that give students practice multiplying and dividing fractions and
decimals. The exercises are designed so students can work with a minimum of
supervision in a classroom or at home.

This collection of ready-to-use, reproducible pencil-to-paper worksheets are ideal
for enrichment or for use as reinforcement. Perfect for use at school or as
homework, it features several fun activties that will give your students practice
with multiplying and dividing fractions.
Children can learn all about multiplying and dividing with this educational activity
book. Inside is an array of tips and problem-solving techniques and space to
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experiment with these techniques. The book focuses on helping children find
which techniques work best for them, allowing them to take control of their own
learning. Illustrations: Full colour throughout
"Prealgebra is designed to meet scope and sequence requirements for a onesemester prealgebra course. The text introduces the fundamental concepts of
algebra while addressing the needs of students with diverse backgrounds and
learning styles. Each topic builds upon previously developed material to
demonstrate the cohesiveness and structure of mathematics. Prealgebra follows
a nontraditional approach in its presentation of content. The beginning, in
particular, is presented as a sequence of small steps so that students gain
confidence in their ability to succeed in the course. The order of topics was
carefully planned to emphasize the logical progression throughout the course and
to facilitate a thorough understanding of each concept. As new ideas are
presented, they are explicitly related to previous topics."--BC Campus website.
The fun and easy way® to understand the basic concepts and problems of prealgebra Whether you're a student preparing to take algebra or a parent who
needs a handy reference to help kids study, this easy-to-understand guide has
the tools you need to get in gear. From exponents, square roots, and absolute
value to fractions, decimals, and percents, you'll build the skills needed to tackle
more advanced topics, such as order of operations, variables, and algebraic
equations. Open the book and find: How to find the greatest common factor and
least common multiple Tips for adding, subtracting, dividing, and multiplying
fractions How to change decimals to fractions (and vice versa) Hints for solving
word problems Different ways to solve for x
Because fluency practice is not a worksheet. Fluency in mathematics is more
than adeptly using basic facts or implementing algorithms. Real fluency involves
reasoning and creativity, and it varies by the situation at hand. Figuring Out
Fluency in Mathematics Teaching and Learning offers educators the inspiration
to develop a deeper understanding of procedural fluency, along with a plethora of
pragmatic tools for shifting classrooms toward a fluency approach. In a friendly
and accessible style, this hands-on guide empowers educators to support
students in acquiring the repertoire of reasoning strategies necessary to
becoming versatile and nimble mathematical thinkers. It includes: "Seven
Significant Strategies" to teach to students as they work toward procedural
fluency. Activities, fluency routines, and games that encourage learning the
efficiency, flexibility, and accuracy essential to real fluency. Reflection questions,
connections to mathematical standards, and techniques for assessing all
components of fluency. Suggestions for engaging families in understanding and
supporting fluency. Fluency is more than a toolbox of strategies to choose from;
it’s also a matter of equity and access for all learners. Give your students the
knowledge and power to become confident mathematical thinkers.
Includes: Book 4 of Key to Fractions
Focus on the essentials with Multiplying and Dividing Fractions! Aligned to Common Core
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State Standards, this systematic workbook focuses specifically on one skill at a time, gradually
building towards math mastery. It includes student practice pages; teacher pages with
standards, vocabulary, examples, and enrichment activities; learning stations; a glossary; and
more! 64 pages
A ribbiting math adventure! After being banished to the Abyss of Zero in MULTIPLYING
MENACE: THE REVENGE OF RUMPELSTILTSKIN, Rumpelstiltskin is back, and he?s stirring
up more trouble than ever. Together with his sidekick, a witch named Matilda, Rumpelstiltskin
plots his revenge on Peter and uses his magical powers to divide the kingdom into frogs. Peter
and his dog, Zero, must locate the Great Multiplier and find a solution that will break the Great
Divide before Rumpelstiltskin has a chance to combine the two mighty math sticks. Can Peter
once again save the kingdom in time, or will it meet a green and warty fate? Young readers will
fall in love with this math adventure and learn all about dividing by whole numbers and
fractions, as well as division rules for equations involving zero. Beautifully rendered illustrations
will grab readers? attention as they learn basic math skills in a fun and inventive way. Back
matter includes a summary of the basics of division.
Spectrum(R) Fractions for grade 6, is designed to completely support and challenge sixth
graders to master fractions. This 96-page math workbook goes into great depth about fractions
and provides a wide range of examples, practice problems, and assessments to measure
progress. --*Builds a foundation in adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing fractions
--*Step-by-step examples introduce new concepts --*Pretests and Posttests to measure
progress --*Problem solving and critical thinking exercises --*Correlated to the Common Core
Standards --*Answer key. --The bestÐselling Spectrum(R) workbooks provide students with
focused practice based on the essential skills they need to master for Common Core success.
With explicit skill instruction, step-by-step examples, ample practice, as well as assessment
tools for progress monitoring, students are provided everything they need to master specific
math skills. SkillÐspecific Spectrum(R) workbooks are the perfect supplement for home or
school.
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